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1.0 Purpose 

Cable Take Back Procedure 

Owner: D. Janetzki Initial A roved: 

Outline and define the steps involved in taking back end of life cable products. 

2.0 Scope 

NAN 
Powering the Future 

Pa e: 1 

Where cable products have reached the end of their useful life, NAN Australia will take-back any 
NAN branded product, or electrical cable product with copper or aluminium conductors from other 
cable suppliers. 

3.0 Definitions 

Customer 

Recycler 

Entity that possesses the cable at end of life 

Entity that NAN will supRIY under contract the waste cable products or 
recycling 

NAN Australia Authorised representatives of NAN Australia 

4.0 Responsibilities 

Customer The customer is responsible for removal of cable products from their installed 
location and delivery of products to NAN warehouses located in Australian capital 
cities. 

Recycler The recycler is responsible for supplying NAN warehouses with waste skips to 
separate different grades of end of life cable, and processing the scrap delivered to 
their compound by NAN Australia. If the scrap has any positive value, this value shall 
be paid to NAN Australia. 

NAN Australia NAN Australia is responsible for taking back end of life cable product which they 
have supplied. Cable products from other cable suppliers may also be accepted on 
arrangement if they are deemed to be compatible with NAN Cables waste products. 
NAN Australia may reject the take-back of waste cable product if it is suspected that 
the cable has been obtained illegally. 

5.0 Document Control 

Contract documents and records of recycling transactions will be accessible and held electronically 
on the server for a period of 5 years. 

6.0 Process 

6.1 Customer contacts NAN Australia warehouse to inform them they have quantity of end-of 
life cable product. 

6.2 NAN Australia will provide detail of where the product can be delivered and how it is to be 
delivered so that it can be safely unloaded on site. 
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6.3 NAN Australia will separate scrap based on metal content into assigned scrap skips. 

6.4 When NAN Australia has sufficient quantity of scrap cable, NAN will contract their 
contracted recycler and inform them they will be delivering a load of scrap cable 

6.5 Scrap cable will be delivered by NAN Australia at arranged time to designated recycling 
centre 

6.6 Any value in the cable scrap shall be settled between the recycler and NAN Australia as 
per the contract. 

6.7 Empty scrap cable bins will be returned to NAN for reuse. 
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